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Executive Summary 
 

The SpeDial platform consists of various tools for IVR (interactive voice response) analytics and 

SDS (spoken dialogue system) enhancement.  We have concluded the implementation of version 2 

of the SpeDial platform to provide the  visualization  of  the  enhanced  data  for  a  spoken  

dialogue system  reporting  and  analytics  tool  (VoiceWeb (VW) reporting  and analytics tool 

and Nu Echo’s Atelier). 

 

The  first  part  of  this document provides a  description  and  the  user  manual  for  the  

VoiceWeb's SpeDial platform, as it currently stands in terms of its functionality. This serves as a 

document for a developer, business analyst and UI designer in order to get started with using the 

platform. 

 

The second part of this document is a user guide to Atelier, Nu Echo’s dialogue visualization and 

analytics  tool.  The user guide includes base concept explanations, a tour of all SpeDial related 

functionalities and some strategies to highlight hotspots. 
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1 VoiceWeb Analytics Platform Overview 

1.1 Progress from Version 1 

In the second year of the SpeDial project, more focus was given on the content of the reports and 

not on the lay-out of the reporting tool, which will be addressed more as an immediate step after 

the end of the project. 

 

The results of the research modules based on actual customer data coming from the banking 

domain, has been an indicator for new reports that are necessary for calculating and inproving the 

performance of a speech application. 

 

Although the GUI remained the same, new reports were added in order to facilitate the business 

user, VUI designer, application designer and/or speech scientist the insight into the application. 

Below you may find an overview and a manual for using the VoiceWeb analytics tool. 

1.2 VoiceWeb Analytics Platform 

The SpeDial platform is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The SpeDial platform. 

  

As already described in deliverable 4.2 the research modules communicate with the application 

and enhance the application logs with the required information in order to facilitate the insight into 

the application’s performance and indicate in a meaningful and easy way the hot-spots both in the 

speech recognition and the design part. 

  

The enhanced logging information is imported both in the VoiceWeb’s (VW) analytics tool and 

the NuEcho’s Atelier doctoring suite. The information is then manually analyzed in the case of the 

analytics tool and semi-automatic analyzed in the case of the enhancement tools and the tuning 

procedure is more targeted. 

  

In this section, the VW’s analytics tool and its functionalities are presented. 

1.3 Introducing Enhanced VW’s Analytics Tool 

VW’s Application Reporting and Analytics is a web-based analysis and reporting tool that 

provides usage information about speech, mobile, and touchtone applications based on call logs, 

audio files and database logging: 

 Call logs are xml files in (SPDXML format) containing details about all calls that connect 
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to the application –enhanced through all the data coming from the research modules: 

o Age and Gender data 

o Hot-spot detection score 

o Emotion detection score 

 Audio files are waveforms containing the utterances spoken by callers. 

 Database logs are all the events regarding the application logged in a database –specific 

for statistical purposes 

  

  

Typically Application Reporting tools are analysis tools and are not for real-time monitoring. 

Users typically load Application Reporting with log data periodically, not continuously, to analyze 

the performance of speech applications and identify areas for optimization. In contrast to that, the 

VW analytics and reporting tool provides also real-time monitoring capabilities for speech 

applications and  it can also consolidate and merge logs automatically for use in application 

Reporting. 

  

The generated reports analyze how callers use the application and provide feedback on the 

application’s usability. They also identify potential problems that let you improve and tune the 

application. 

  

 

Specifically, they can answer the following types of questions: 

  

Type of question Questions 

Overall assessment Does the application work? 

Do callers complete key transactions? 

Do they show signs of frustration? 

Which parts of the application are used most? 

What type of customers are serviced the most? 

Troubleshooting Are callers navigating through the application 

as expected? 

Where are they spending most of their time? 

Where and when are they hanging up? 

Which interactions get poor results, and which 

vocabulary items are difficult to recognize? 

User Interface Do callers understand the prompts? 

Do the prompts lead callers to the expected 

vocabularies? 

How well does the application anticipate caller 

needs? 

Application monitoring When are people calling? 

How long do calls last? 

How many people are calling? 

Are they speaking or using touchtone? 

  

1.4 Users of Enhanced VoiceWeb’s Analytics Tool 
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The VW’s enhanced analytics tool is addressed to these types of users: 

  

  

Application developers Application developers implement Application 

Reporting features during application 

development and upgrades. 

  

Usability engineers Usability engineers consult the reporting and 

analytics tool during development, testing, and 

scaled deployment of applications. Ongoing 

and incremental improvement is critical to the 

success of speech applications. 

  

Speech Scientists Speech Scientists use the reporting and 

analytics tool to identify speech recognition 

problems, which grammar is performing well, 

which not, transcribe and tune the application 

with in-domain but out-grammar utterances 

Application administrators Application administrators use the reporting 

and analytics tool to monitor the performance 

and evaluate the capacity of the system where 

the application runs. 

Project managers and 

business analysts 

Project managers and business analysts 

consult the reporting and analytics tool for 

information about applications, including the 

area code and return rate of callers, the market, 

and who likes the system enough to call back. 

Information about line density and resource 

usage is also provided, letting these users 

know whether the system can handle the call 

volume. 

Project Owners Project owners use the reporting and analytics 

tool to calculate KPIs in order to make sure 

that ROI is as initially planned and how it is 

evolving over time 

  

1.5 Logged Data 

VW’s enhanced analytics summarizes calls received by the speech application, details every event 

during each call, and reports speech recognition statistics for the calls, showing the results of each 

recognition event. It also indicates how different levels of the application respond to calls, from 

the whole call down to the system-caller interaction: 

 

- Unique Call ID throughout the call 

- ANI of the caller 

- Caller Id 

- Caller Segment 

- Gender Information 
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- Age Information 

- Timestamp: Start Call 

- Timestamp: End Call 

- Name of service: Timestamp: Entry 

- Name of service: Timestamp: Exit 

- System’s turn & prompt 

- Caller’s utterance plus confidence level – Speech Recognition Result; 

- NBest Recognition List per caller’s turn 

- BargeIn indication per caller’s interaction 

- NoInput indication per caller’s interaction 

- NoMatch indication per caller’s interaction 

- ReTry Indication per caller’s interaction 

- Valence score per interaction 

- Arousal score per interaction 

- Hot-Spot Detection Score per caller’s interaction 

- Gender Information per interaction 

- Age Information per interaction 

- Type of entry per interaction: DTMF or voice 

- Backend Connection Logging 

- Average arousal score 

- Average valence score 

- Average Hot-Spot Detection Score 

- Indication if caller’s identity changed during call: YES/NO 

- Exit Reason 

- Transfer point 
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2 VoiceWeb Analytics User Manual 
 

The main functionality of the enhanced VW analytics toll is presented in the next sections. Not all 

reports are presented but all types of reports are thoroughly analyzed. 

2.1 Login & System Overview                

The very first step deals with the user login, which is depicted in Figure 2. 

  

  

 
Figure 2. Login dialogue. 

  

Once the user logs into the tool, he is presented with an “application overview” view.  Figure 3 

presents the major points of a spoken dialogue system in terms of performance: 

- First Call Resolution 

- Calls Containment 

- Self Service Rate 

- Identification and Verification Success 

- Self-Service success rate 

- Acceptance Rate: Percentage of callers that answered the first question 
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Figure 3. Application overview. 

  

  

  

2.2 Find Your Way Around the Desktop 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the VW enhanced analytics tool has two functionalities: 

one online and one offline. Each view (online/offline) offers different possibilities. In the offline 

mode the user can see the saved reports in the selected time-frame (quick view), which can be 

exported in different formats. In addition, the user can choose quickly the period for report and the 

kind of report. 
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Figure 4. Offline/history desktop. 

  

In the online view the user can choose between the available online reports: 

  

 

 
Figure 5. Online desktop. 

  

The user can choose the view on the bottom of her window by clicking on the online or offline 

view. In both views, the main menu is hidden on the top of the window. The main menu contains 
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all necessary information for viewing and creating reports. It contains the following functionalities 

(see Figure 6): 

  

 

- Dashboard: contains all business 

summary reports in overview forms 

(like pies, diagrams etc.) 

- Configuration: contains all parameters 

for customizing the experience with 

the VW analytics tool, scheduling 

reports and saving queries. 

- Calls: contain all online/real time calls 

(call listing and call monitoring tool) 

- Reports: contain all standards and 

individual made reports in summary 

and list form 

       Figure 6: Functionalities. 

  

Each functionality contains sub-categories that can be easily chosen. 

  

  

 

E.g., under “calls” (Figure 7) can be found: 

  

- The call monitoring tool for live 

monitoring 

- Call listing of current calls (period can 

be adjusted) 

- Call Statistics: detailed statistics for 

each call 

 Figure 7: Sub-categories of “calls”. 

  

Once the user chooses the preferred report then she has to enter the requested period of time for 
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this report to be generated. 

  

  

 

  

In this example (Figure 8), the 

user has requested a call 

containment report as a listing of 

the unique call ids and for a 

specific period of time. 

  

All individual reports created 

under configuration will also 

appear under the specific report 

list. 

           Figure 8: Example of call contentment report. 

  

2.3 Types of Reports 

The VoiceWeb’s enhanced analytics tool contains reports of the following three types: 

1) Business Summary Reports that present high-level summaries of the service metrics and 

give the system’s performance at a glance. (dash-board) 

2) Summary Call detail reports (reports)that present the journeys of calls and consist of: 

a) Listings 

b) Summaries 

3) Live Call Monitoring/Call-by-Call Report (calls): the flow of a specific call at real time 

and/or offline for a configurable period of time. 

 

Once the type of report is selected, then it is visualized in the right main frame of the VW 

analytics tool. 

2.3.1 Business Summary Reports 

The following examples are based on our experience the most frequent asked reports especially – 

by business analysts, project managers, call center responsible and project owners – Normally 

business reports are always comparing two periods of time- the current period of time and a 

previous one: 
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Call volume 

  

 
Figure 9: Example of “call volume” report. 

  

The call volume report (see Figure 9) gives the overview of the customers visiting the application. 

The comparison between two periods of time can show indirectly also the system acceptance by 

the callers and the potential necessity for new licenses. 

 

Satisfaction rate 

  

 

Figure 10: Example of “satisfaction rate” report. 
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The satisfaction rate (see Figure 10) is calculated based on different parameters: 

- Call containment rate 

- Average emotional score 

- Average hot-spot score 

  

It is one of the most important reports as it indicates the acceptance of the system. It is expected 

that the satisfaction rate increases over time and it is very important after tunings where the 

difference of the before/after effect should be visible. 

  

Blue is the target containment rate and red/green is the actual containment rate. 

 

  

Self-served rate 

  

 

Figure 11. Example of “self-served rate” report. 

  

This rate indicates the calls that were self-serviced (see Figure 11). A negative rate would indicate 

problems in the self-services and should be further analyzed. Automation is the most important 

reason for using a spoken dialogue system and self-services are the main key for ROI. 

 

Blue is the target self-served rate and red/green is the actual self-served rate. 

 

Call containment per caller type 
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Figure 12. Example of “call containment per caller type” report. 

  

This report (see Figure 12) gives informations about the target audience of the application and 

how well is the system performing per age-group. These statistics could lead to a business 

decision –based on the target group- to adjust prompts and UI. 

2.3.2 Summary Call Detail Reports 

Although business reports contain an overview of information of the SDS performance, the call 

detail reports give an insight into the parts of the application and can indicate in detail eventual 

problems/hot-spots or usability issues. 

  

The most important reports in a natural language understanding system are the routing reports, as 

they most frequently are the entry point of the application and are responsible for the caller’s 

experience. 

  

A system with a high accuracy in routing it is not only of benefit for the branding of a company 

but also for: 

  

1) Saving Time and Frustration for the caller/customer 

2) Pair the Caller’s Needs to the Appropriate Employee 

3) Increase Sales Through Targeted Offers and Promotions based on personalization of 

routing 

4) Learn From Caller Behaviors (e.g., average waiting time on hold per segment) 

  

The most frequent summary call detail reports can be found below. 

  

 

Top 20 calling reasons 
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Figure 13. Example of “top 20 calling reasons” report. 

  

The report (see Figure 13) indicates the 20 most frequent calling reasons and the number of 

callers. This can be used real time or offline to adjust agents’ schedules, avoid call queues and to 

consider further automation of destination. 

  

  

  

Most frequent automated calling reasons enhanced with emotion detection 

  

 
Figure 14. Example of “most frequent automated calling reasons enhanced with emotion 

detection” report. 

  

The above report (see Figure 14) is more detailed report –as it concerns the calling reasons in the 

billing domain that are automated, but is enhanced by the information of emotion detection. 

  

This report facilitates the user to check: 

1) Which are the most visited automated service in this domain? 

2) How is automation doing? 

3) And what is the caller’s experience? 
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Higher dissatisfaction rates accompanied by call transfers to an agent can be a clear indicator that 

we have a hot-spot that should be investigated further. 

  

Task summary graph 

  

 
Figure 15. Example of “task summary graph” report. 

  

The task summary graph (see Figure 15) gives detailed information of the self-services. How 

many were completed, how many were transferred due to a business rule, how many calls ended 

in hang-up or were successfully completed. 

  

High rates of “not completed and transfer” and “not completed and other” are an indicator that 

there is something wrong with the design, prompting or grammar of the service. 

  

Caller segmentation 
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Figure 16. Example of “caller segmentation” report. 

  

This report (see Figure 16) is used to determine whether different caller populations/customer 

types have different patterns of system usage, different success rates in using the application, or 

different call lengths. This information allows us to tune the system accordingly. 

  

Column Details: 

  

Column Name Explanation 

Group – Segmentation 1 Customer groups as defined by the 

application. 

Number of Calls Number of calls from this group. 

% Calls The percentage of calls from this group. 

Average Call Duration Average call duration of calls from the group. 

Transfers The number and percentage of transferred 

calls in the group. 

Group – Segmentation 2 Customer’s age as defined by the age & 

gender module 

Number of Calls Number of calls from this group. 

% Calls The percentage of calls from this group. 

Average Call Duration Average call duration of calls from the group. 

Transfers The number and percentage of transferred 
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calls in the group. 

  

Recognition grammars with status 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Example of “recognition grammars with status” report. 

  

Recognition rates (an example is depicted in Figure 17) greater than 2% that do not return an n-

best list should be investigated, because the recognizer generally returns something on the n-best 

list. A higher than expected level of “stopped” recognitions may indicate high levels of hangup, 

timeout, or DTMF use. 

  

Column Details: 

  

Column Name Explanation 

Name Name of the grammar 

Number of Recognitions (%) Number of times and percentage of the total 

recognitions that this grammar returned a 

recognized result. 

% Recognitions with status 

Speech: with n-best Percentage of recognitions where the 

recognizer detected speech and returned at 

least one result. 

Speech: no n-best Percentage of recognitions where the 

recognizer detected speech but returned an 

empty n-best list. 

Stopped (incl. DTMF) Percentage of recognitions where the 

recognizer exited due to a stop request, a 

DTMF entry, hangup, or a timeout. 

Other Percentage of recognitions where the 
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recognizer exited for some other reason, for 

example, system error. 

Conf. score distribution 

% Low Conf Percentage of recognitions where the top 

choice had a low confidence score. 

% Mid Conf Percentage of where the top choice had a mid-

level confidence score. 

% High Conf Percentage of where the top choice had a high 

confidence score. 

% Tot. Low Conf Percentage of low-confidence scores across all 

grammar sets due to this grammar set. 

Real-time performance 

Mean CPU Mean CPU seconds per recognition where 

speech was detected. 

% Total CPU Percentage of all recognizer CPU due to this 

grammar set. 

 

Mean Speech Dur. Mean speech duration for this grammar set. 

CPU/Speech Dur. Mean CPU/Mean Speech duration. 

Mean recog. Resp. Time Mean recognizer response time for this 

grammar set. 

  

2.3.3 Live Call Monitoring & Call-by Call Reports 

  

The live call monitoring helps customer representatives to monitor the calls real time or even 

search near real-time what happened to a call in order for the customer not to have to repeat 

information. 
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Call monitoring 

 

 
Figure 18. Example of “call monitoring” report. 

  

The “call-monitoring” tool (see Figure 18) contains all system’s and caller’s turn per call. Apart 

from the raw text coming from the recognizer a hot-spot indicator was added next to each caller’s 

turn. 

  

It indicates whether the utterance has either a high hot-spot detection score or a high frustration-

score and can be used to immediately interfere in the call or for analysis at a later stage in an 

offline mode. 
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Call-by-call summary 

 

 

Figure 19. Example of “call-by-call summary” report. 

  

  

The summary of each call (see Figure 19) contains all necessary information in order to have 

immediately an indicator of a problematic call and its reason. 

  

As indicators are added to the call-by-call summary the average hot-spot score of the call, the 

average emotion-score of the call and an average of these both score, which result in the call 

evaluation-score. 
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3 Nu Echo Atelier Core Concepts 

3.1 Utterances, Utterance Sets & Dialogue States 

Atelier modelizes speech application data using three core concepts: 

 

● The Utterance represents a single interaction between the user and the application and 

can be mapped to an <exchange> element in the SPDXml file.  It contains the 

information from both the user and system perspective. Each Utterance has an ID, a 

timestamp and optionally an audio file containing what was spoken by the user. 

● The Utterance Set represents a whole call/dialogue and can be mapped to the <dialogue> 

element in a SPDXml file.  

● The Dialogue State has no equivalence in the SPDXml file.  It represents a sequence of 

related utterances that are considered to be in the same interaction.  For example, a date 

Dialogue State could contains the initial user try, a reprompt and a confirmation. Atelier 

uses the SPDXml file system <semantics> element to determine a state name which is 

then used to group Utterances into Dialogue States. 

● The Dialogue Path is another representation of a whole call/dialogue but from the 

perspective of  a sequence of Dialogue States. It has no equivalence in the SPDXml file. 

3.2 Attributes 

Attributes can be associated to Utterances, Utterance Sets and Dialogue States.  Those 

Attributes have a name and an associated value which may be a string, integer, decimal or 

boolean value.  Dialogue State Attributes are often derived from its Utterances.  Attributes 

from the SPDXml <exchange>, <user> and <system> elements are applied to Utterances (with 

an appropriate namespace) while Attributes from <dialogue> element are applied to Utterance 

Sets. 

3.3 Transcription, Reference & Recognition Result 

Additional information can be associated to each Utterance: 

 

● The Transcription is a textual representation of what was spoken by the user.  In the 

SPDXml file, it can be found from either the user <audio> or <transcriptions> elements. 

● The Reference is a semantic representation of what the user has spoken based on the 

transcription.  It can be either manually entered or automatically calculated from the 

transcription using robust parsers and recognition grammars.  It is provided by the 

SPDXml <semantics> element of the transcriptions. 

● The Recognition Result is a list of recognition hypotheses provided by a recognition 

engine.  Each recognition hypothesis has an associated text, semantics and confidence 

score.  All this information is extracted from the SPDXml file using the <recognition-

results> element. 
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3.4 Tags 

Tags are expressions that generate lightweight (string, numerical, boolean) values derived from 

the original data. They enable easy classification/partitioning/filtering of the Utterances, 

Utterance Sets and Dialogue States.   

 

Tags are a common ground to compare data coming from the various annotations and attributes.  

They allow complex data manipulation with regular expressions, predefined logic and custom 

scripts to give a simple result that is easier to leverage in Atelier. 

 

Tags are used almost everywhere in Atelier to filter data subsets, generate reports, produce charts 

and more.  Some Tags are automatically created when loading a SPDXml file. 

3.5 Features 

Features are numerical values extracted from various annotations and attributes on single 

elements.  One common example is the Recognition Result confidence score.  Features can also 

be extracted from audio files.  They can be used for sorting, filtering, computing statistics,  

generating reports and plotting charts. 

3.6 Statistics 

Statistics are numerical values computed from groups of elements based on various sources.  

There are 2 kinds of statistics in Atelier: 

 

● Categorical statistics are calculated on lists of categorized/partitioned element. They are 

represented using counts and percentages and are usually based on Attributes and Tags. 

● Real Number statistics are calculated by extracting a numerical value for each element 

and are represented using metrics like mean, median, and variance. Features are usually 

used for this kind of statistics but numerical Attributes may also be used. 
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3.7 Scoring 

In Atelier, Scoring is the action of comparing the Reference and the Recognition Result for each 

Utterance. Based on its Reference, an Utterance may either be in-grammar (ing) or out-of-

grammar (oog). When compared to an in-grammar Reference, a Recognition Result may either 

be correct (C) if the semantic matches or incorrect (I) if it does not.  Finally, using a confidence 

score threshold, we can decide if a Recognition Result will be accepted (A) or rejected (I).  The 

result obtained through the Scoring process for each utterance can be one of six possibilities: 

 

Table 1: Scoring Results 

Accepted 

Correct  

AC The recognition engine has accepted a correctly recognized 

utterance. 

Accepted 

Incorrect 

AI The recognition engine has accepted an incorrectly recognized 

utterance because of a high confidence score.  

Accepted  

Out of grammar 

Aoog The recognition engine has accepted an invalid utterance because 

of a high confidence score. 

Rejected 

Correct 

RC The recognition engine has rejected a correctly recognized 

utterance because of a low confidence score. 

Rejected 

Incorrect 

RI The recognition engine has rejected an incorrectly recognized 

sentence. 

Rejected 

Out of grammar 

Roog The recognition engine has rejected an invalid utterance. 

 

When available, Scoring results can be quite useful to find hot spots in a speech application.  

They can be used in combination with tags to create very interesting reports. 
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4 Nu Echo Atelier Manual 

4.1 Loading a SPDXml file 

1. Launch Atelier. Click on File →  Open SPDXml File... 

 

 
Figure 20. File Menu 

 

2. In the Open SPDXml File dialogue, click on the Browse... button to select a SPDXml file. 

Select a the way the system action is configured (this will influence the generation of the “state” 

Attribute that is used to generate the dialogue) and click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 21. Open SPDXml File Dialogue - System Action 

 

Each system action definition method is associated to a different semantic, as described in the 

following table.  When a more precise method is used, more dialogue states will be generated, 

resulting into a more complex and rich dialogue. 

 

Table 2: System Actions 

System Action Semantic 

Action <action> 

e.g.: confirm 

Action and Attributes <action>:<attribute> 

e.g.: confirm:BusNumber 

Action and Attributes with Values <action>:<attribute>=<value> 

e.g.: confirm:BusNumber=5A 
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4.2 Data Tables 

Utterances, Utterance Sets and Dialogue States, described earlier in the Core Concepts section, 

each have their own Data Table. They also have also have a separate Attribute Table that is 

populated when a data table item is selected. 

 

 
Figure 22. Utterances Table 

 

 
Figure 23. Utterance Attributes Table 

 

 
Figure 24. Utterance Sets Table 

 

 
Figure 25. Utterance Set Attributes Table 
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Figure 26. Dialogue States Table 

 

 
Figure 27. Dialogue State Attributes Table 

 

4.2.1 Columns 

Tables contains both Static and Attribute columns. 

 

 
Figure 28. Utterances Table - Static Columns 

 

 
Figure 29. Utterances Table - Attribute Columns 
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4.2.2 Sorting 

By default, columns are unsorted. Ascending/Descending Sorts can be applied. While sorting 

obviously makes data retrieval easier by ordering data items, it also provides a higher level data 

representation by grouping similar/identical items. 

 

1. Click on the column header to alternate between Ascending Sort and Descending Sort. 

 
Figure 30. Unsorted (Left), Ascending Sort (Middle) and Descending Sort (Right) 

4.2.3 Filtering 

By default, data tables are unfiltered and display all data items. While it can be useful for a global 

analysis, sometimes it is more appropriate to view only a subset of all data items. Filters based on 

certain criterias serve that purpose and constitute a handy tool for more specific analyses. 

 

There are 3 types of Filters: Data Collect Menu Filter, Selection Based Filter and Quick 

Search Filter.  

 

Data Collect Menu Filter 
 

1. Click on the data collect menu → Filter and select the desired Filter. 

 

 
Figure 31. Data Collect Menu Filter 
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Table 3: Data Collect Menu Filters 

Filter Utterance Inclusion Condition 

Scripted Not covered by this guide 

Substitution Not covered by this guide 

Diff Matches different, positive different or negative different 

utterances for an active diff 

Tag Matches included tags and does not match excluded tags 

e.g.: 

Included:  

- user_man_backgroundNoise = 0 

Excluded:  

- user_man_repetition = undefined 

- user_man_repetition = 0 

- user_goal_task_success = success 

Feature Matches any or all feature conditionals 

e.g.:  

hyp0Confidence > 0.95 

hyp1Confidence > 0.90 

Audio ID Matches any audio id in a list of audio ids 

e.g.: 

20140101-015/0 

20140101-015/1 

Vocabulary Not covered by this guide 

Transcribed Utterances Matches manually transcribed utterances 
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Selection Based Filter 
 

1. Right click on a column, click on Filter and select the desired Filter. 

 

 
Figure 32. Selection Based Filter 

 

Table 4: Selection Based Filters 

Filter Utterance Inclusion Condition 

Selection (<column x cell value>) Cell value in column x matches the given 

cell value 

Excluding Selection (<column x cell value>) Cell value in column x does not match the 

given cell value 

Regex (<column x>) Cell value in column x matches the regular 

expression 

e.g.: 

YES|NO 

Audio Id Matches any audio id in the selected 

utterances audio ids 
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Quick Search Filter 
 

1. Enter a regular expression and select a column. 

 

 
Figure 35. Regex Quick Search Configuration 

 

2. Click on Filter. 

 
Figure 36. Filter 

 

3. The data table will be refreshed. Only Utterances matching the regular expression will be 

included. 
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Figure 37. Unfiltered Data (Left) and Filtered Data (Right) 

4.2.4 Charts 

Data Tables contain individual data for each Utterance, Utterance Set or Dialogue State. 

 
Figure 38. Table Column 

 

It can be hard to get a global point a view on the data just by looking at the table. For that reason, 

the Pie Chart functionality can be used on columns to provide a higher level data representation. 

 

1. Right click in any cell in the column and click on Chart →  Pie Chart. 

 

 
Figure 39. Chart Menu 

 

2. A dialogue containing the chart will appear. If needed, the title can be modified. The chart can 

be saved or copied. 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Chart Dialogue  
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4.2.5 Diff 

If some changes were made in a Data Collect, it can be useful to compare the original and 

modified Data Collects using a Diff. 

 

1. Load the original and modified Data Collects. 

 

 
Figure 41. Loaded Data Collects 

 

2. In the Data Collect Menu, click on Compare With… → [Data Collect Name] 

 

 
Figure 42. Data Collect Menu 

 

3. Select an item in the data table to populate the Diff Table below. Two lines will appear:  the 

first one corresponds to the selected item in the current data table and the second one corresponds 

to the matching item in the compared data table. Values can then be compared in each column to 

find differences. 

 

 
Figure 43. Diff Table 
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4. To find differences within a specific column, right click on any cell in the data table, then click 

on Compare column with… → [Data Collect Name]. 

 

 
Figure 44. Contextual Menu 

 

5. A cell from that column that is different in the compared data collect will turn red. Click on a 

red cell to view the difference in the diff table. 

 

 
Figure 45. Diff Table 
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4.3 Audio 

4.3.1 Playing an audio file 

Reading the transcription of an audio file can be helpful to determine why an Utterance got a bad 

Scoring Result. However, listening to the Audio File can provide more information, such as 

some pronunciation subtleties that might not appear in the transcription. 

 

1. In the Utterances Table, double click on an Utterance to play the associated Audio File. 

 

 
Figure 46. Double Clicked Utterance 

 

2. A message will appear at the bottom of the window to indicate that the Audio File is playing. 

 

 
Figure 47 : Audio playing status 
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4.3.2 Audio file analysis 

The Audio File Analysis generates Audio Attributes for each Audio File associated to an 

Utterance. Potentially problematic audio characteristics, such as low signal power, can then be 

identified. 

 

1. In the Data Collect Menu, click on Audio → Analyze Audio Files… 

 

 
Figure 48. Data Collect Menu 

 

2. Wait for the Audio Files Analysis to complete. 

 

 
Figure 49. Analyzing Audio Files Dialogue 
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3. Click on the Audio Attributes tab. Selecting an Utterance will update the table. 

 

Various Audio Attributes will be displayed, such as the duration and the encoding format.  

 

 
Figure 50. Audio Attributes Table 

4.3.3 Saving audio attributes 

Saving a project does not save the Audio File Analysis, it must be saved separately. 

 

1. In the Data Collect Menu, click on Audio → Save Audio Annotations. 

 

 
Figure 51. Data Collect Menu 
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2. In the Save Audio Annotations Dialogue, click on the Browse… button to choose a location and 

filename. Click on OK to save the file at the chosen location. 

 

 
Figure 52. Save Audio Annotations Dialo 

4.3.4 Loading audio attributes 

Loading a project does not restore the saved Audio File Analysis, it must be loaded separately.  

 

1. In the Data Collect Menu, click on Audio → Open Audio Annotations Location… . 

 

 
Figure 53. Data Collect Menu 

 

 

2. In the Open Audio Annotations Location Dialogue, click on the Browse… button and select a 

previously saved Audio Annotations file. Click on OK to load the file. 
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Figure 54. Open Audio Annotations Location Dialogue 

 

4.4 Dialogue Navigator 

A Dialogue Graph is a graph representation of all Dialogue Paths. It represents the paths (state 

name sequence) that were followed from the start of a call to the end of a call. A path is visually 

represented by a sequence of shapes (States) joined by arrows (Transitions). It is contained in a 

Dialogue Navigator, which offers different graph exploration features. 

 

 
Figure 55. Dialogue Graph 

 

Each Dialogue Graph contains 4 different components, described in the following table. 

 

Table 5: Dialogue Graph Components 

Element Representation Content Description 

Start State 

 

First row: state name 

Second row: call count 

Dialogue 

State 

 

First row: 

- incoming transition status icon* 

- state name 

- outgoing transition status icon* 
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Second row: call count 

End State 

 

First row: state name 

Second row: call count 

Transition Unselected 

 

- 

Selected

 

Left: call count 

Right: call count percentage 

 

* The incoming and outgoing transition statuses will be described in the next section. 

4.4.1 Navigation 

 

When loading a SPDXml file, a Dialogue Navigator is automatically created. 

 

1. Click on the Dialogues tab to display the Dialogue Navigator.  

 

Since a Dialogue Graph can be quite large, it would be impractical to display it completely. 

Therefore, the Dialogue is initially collapsed and only the Start State will appear. States can be 

expanded or collapsed to explore specific parts of the graph. 

 

 
Figure 56. Dialogue Navigator 

 

2. Double click on the Start State to expand it.  

 

The State’s background color will change to indicate that it is selected. States that can be reached 

from the Start State will appear, along with the corresponding Transitions. 

 
Figure 57. Expanded Start State 

 

The icon on the left represents the Incoming Transition Status while the icon on the right 

represents the Outgoing Transition Status. The possible statuses are described below. 

 

Table 6: Incoming Transition Statuses 
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Icon Meaning 

 None of the incoming transitions is currently visible 

 Some of the incoming transitions are currently visible 

 All incoming transitions are currently visible 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: Outgoing Transition Statuses 

Icon Meaning 

 None of the outgoing transitions is currently visible 

 Some of the outgoing transitions are currently visible 

 All outgoing transitions are currently visible 

 

3. Double click on the new State to expand it. 

 

Notice that the Outgoing Transition Status icon has changed since the State is now fully 

expanded. 

 
Figure 58. Expanded Inform State 

 

 

4. Continue to double click on States to expand them. 

 

Notice that when a State is selected, labels appear on the Outgoing Transitions. Each label 

contains two information elements. The first is the number of calls that went from the source State 

to the target State. The second is the percentage of calls from the source State that went to the 

target State. The thickness of the arrow is proportional to the percentage. 

 
Figure 59. Transition Labels in Partially Expanded Dialogue Path 

 

5. Double click on the previously expanded State to collapse it. 
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Figure 60. Collapsed State 

 

4.4.2 Statistics 

Statistics can be displayed for any Dialogue State in the graph. 

 

1. Select a state. The Dialogue State and Dialogue Path Statistics Tables will be populated.  

 

In the figure below, the default statistics are Categorical Statistics.  

 

 
Figure 61. Dialogue State and Dialogue Path Categorical Statistics  

 

2. Click on the Pie Chart tab to display a Pie Chart representation of those Statistics. 

 

 
Figure 62. Pie Chart 
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3. Click on the Statistic combo box to change the statistic. 

 

 
Figure 63. Statistic Choice 

 

4. The Statistics Table will be updated. Clicking on States will also update the Statistics. 

 

In the figure below, the statistics are Real Number Statistics. 

 

 
Figure 64. Statistic Table - Real Number Statistics 

 

5. Click on the Histogram tab to display a Histogram representation of those Statistics. 

 

 
Figure 65. Histogram 
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4.4.3 Triggers 

While Statistics can be convenient to check Attribute values for specific States, Triggers are 

more appropriate to evaluate Attribute values on the entire graph. A global condition can be 

defined on State and Paths attributes. Whenever the condition is met, the Trigger is activated and 

a colored pill will appear. 

 

Triggers can be configured similarly for both States and Paths, therefore the following steps will 

only describe how to configure State Triggers. 

 

1. In the Dialogue Menu, click on Configure State Triggers… 

 

 
Figure 66. Dialogue Menu 

 

2. In the Triggers Configuration Dialogue, click on Add. 

 

 
Figure 67. Triggers Configuration Dialogue 

 

3. In the Triggers Conditions Dialogue, click on Add. 

 

 
Figure 68. Triggers Conditions Dialogue 
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4. In the Tag Condition Dialogue, select a Tag, a value and a comparison operator. Enter a 

percentage, then click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 69. Tag Condition Dialogue 

 

5. In the Trigger Conditions Dialogue, update the Trigger name and color if desired, then click on 

OK. 

 

 
Figure 70. Triggers Conditions Dialogue 

 

6. In the Trigger Configuration Dialogue, click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 71. Triggers Configuration Dialogue 

 

7. In states where the Trigger is activated, a colored pill will appear. 

 

 
Figure 72. Trigger Pills 
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8. After adding additional Triggers, more than one pill may appear in the same state. 

 
Figure 73. Multiple Trigger Pills 

4.4.4 Graph Compression 

The graph compression method shown in the previous figures is the Minimal Acyclic Finite 

State Tree (DAG) method. 

 

 
Figure 74. Minimal Acyclic Finite State Tree (DAG) 

 

To change the Compression Method, right click anywhere on the graph and click on Update 

Compression → [Compression Method]. 

 

 
Figure 75. Contextual Menu 

 

The following table describes the different Compression Methods. 

 

Table 8: Graph Compression Methods 

Graph Compression Method Effect 

Minimal Acyclic Finite State 

Tree (DAG) 

100% compressed graph without cycles 

Prefix Tree Similar to the Minimal Acyclic Finite State Tree (DAG) but 

with a smaller compression percentage 

Fully Compressed Graph 100% compressed graph with cycles 

Over generates (all transitions exist but not all visible paths 

are possible) 

 

By default, the graph is compressed using the Fully Compressed Graph  method. 
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Figure 76. Fully Compressed Graph 

 

 

4.4.5 State Splitting 

 

As stated before, not all visible Paths exist in Fully Compressed Graph mode. Splitting States 

based on previous States can then simplify graph comprehension. 

 

1. Right click on a state, then click on Split → [Previous State Name]. 

 
Figure 77. State Contextual Menu 
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2. The splitted state will appear. 

 

 
Figure 78. Splitted State 

 

In the figure above, the request state was splitted based on the inform previous state, generating a 

new inform - request state. Splitting a state is like creating a partition. Initially, the request state 

contained 884 dialogue states, as seen on the dialogue state count label. After the split, 397 of 

those dialogue states (whose previous state was the inform state) moved to the inform - request 

state, and therefore the request state dialogue state count dropped to 487. 

4.5 Reports 

4.5.1 Tag Statistics Report 

The Tag Statistics Report is used to calculate statistics on data items based on one or many 

dimensions (Tags). 

 

The Tag Statistics Report can be generated on Utterances, Utterance Sets and Dialogue States 

in a similar way. Therefore, the following steps will only explain how to generate a report on 

Utterances. 

 

1. Click on Reports → Generate New Report → Tag Statistic Report →  Utterance… 
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Figure 79. Reports Menu 

 

2. In the Statistic Report Configuration Dialogue, add a Tag Filter if desired.  

 

To generate a report based on counts, check Only calculate counts and jump to step 6. 

To generate a report based on a statistic extractor, uncheck Only calculate counts. 

 

 
Figure 80. Statistic Report Configuration Dialogue 

 

 

3. In the Statistic Data Type Dialogue, choose a statistic data type then click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 81. Statistic Data Type Dialogue 
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4. In the Utterance Attribute Dialogue, enter an Attribute name and click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 82. Utterance Attribute Dialogue 

 

5. Select a Statistic Label. 

 

 
Figure 83. Statistic Report Configuration Dialogue - Statistic Label 

 

 

 

6. Select a Primary Tag  and click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 84. Statistic Report Configuration Dialogue - Primary Tag 

 

7. The report will be generated. 

 
Figure 85. Utterance Tag Statistic Report 

Counts (Left) and Statistic Extractor (Right) 
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4.5.2 Single Tag Partition Report 

The Single Tag Partition Report is a tool used for automatic hotspot detection. It partition 

Utterances based on configured partition dimensions (Tags). The goal of the report is to detect 

Tag values associated with poor metric performance. 

 

1. Click on Reports → Generate New Report → Tag Partition Report →  Single… 

 

 
Figure 86. Reports Menu 

 

2. In the Tag Partition Report Configuration Dialogue, click on Configure. 

 

 
Figure 87. Tag Partition Report Configuration Dialogue 
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3. Select the desired preconfigured Tags and click on OK. 

 

 
Figure 88. Dimension Tags Configuration Dialogue 

 

4. Fill out the remaining configuration if desired and click on OK to generate the report. 

 
Figure 89. Tag Partition Report Configuration Dialogue 
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5. The report will be generated. 

 

 
Figure 90. Single Tag Partition Report 

 

6. Right click on the Tag Count column and click on Minimum Tag Count. In the dialogue, enter 

the desired value and click on OK. 

 
Figure 91. Contextual Menu (Left) and Minimum Tag Count Filter Dialogue (Right) 

 

 

 
Figure 91. Filtered Tag Count Column 
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7. Right click on a Metric column, click on Maximum Value and enter the desired value. 

 

 
Figure 93. Contextual Menu (Left) and Maximum Value Dialogue (Right) 

 

 
Figure 94. Filtered Metric Column 

 

8. Click on the Tag Name column to sort results. 

 
Figure 95. Filtered Single Tag Partition Report 
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4.5.3 Multiple Tag Partition Report 

The Multiple Tag Partition Report is a complement to the Single Tag Partition Report. Instead 

of partitioning Utterances based on a single Tag, it partitions Utterances based on two Tags: a 

primary Tag and a secondary Tag. The secondary Tag provides the context. The aim of the report 

is to detect abnormal variation among partitions based on the context. 

 

1. Click on Reports → Generate New Report → Tag Partition Report →  Multiple… 

 

 
Figure 96. Reports Menu 

 

 

2. In the Tag Partition Report Configuration Dialogue, click on Configure. 

 

 
Figure 97. Tag Partition Report Configuration Dialogue 
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3. Select the desired preconfigured Tags and click on OK. Partition Dimensions will be created 

based on predetermined interesting Tag combinations. 

 

 
Figure 98. Dimension Tags Configuration Dialogue 
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4. Fill out the remaining configuration if desired and click on OK to generate the report. 

 

 
Figure 99. Tag Partition Report Configuration Dialogue 

 

5. The report will be generated. 

 

 
Figure 100. Multiple Tag Partition Report 

 

Each table line corresponds to a different Partition Dimension (containing a Primary Tag and a 

Secondary Tag). The Metric columns contain a Confidence Interval indicating how 

better/worse a Metric Result is compared to other Metric Results in the same Partition. The 

following table explains the different Confidence Intervals. 
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Table 9: Confidence Intervals 

Confidence  

Interval 

Meaning 

[-x, -y] The metric result is between x and y % worse than other metrics results in the 

same partition. 

[-x, y] The metric result is not for sure better or worse than other metrics results in the 

same partition. It is between x % worse and y percent better. 

[x, y] The metric result is between x and y % better than other metrics results in the 

same partition. 

 

 

6. Click on a Metric column header to apply an ascending sort. The worst results will then be 

displayed first. 

 
Figure 101. Sorted Report 

 

7. Double click on a result to analyze a specific Partition Dimension. Generally, the first results 

should be analyzed first since they are worse than the others. 

 

 
Figure 102. Double Clicked Result 

 

In the figure above, the selected Partition Dimension is Semantic Value (Reference) - Utterance 

Set Attribute Name [man_gender].  
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8. The Expanded Tag Values dialogue will appear. 

 

 
Figure 103. Expanded Tag Values Dialogue 

 

The Primary Tag Values table contains every Tag Value for the Tag  Semantic Value 

(Reference).  

 

9. In the Primary Tag Values table, click on a Metric Confidence Interval column header to 

apply an Ascending Sort. The worst results will be displayed first. 

 

 
Figure 104. Sorted Primary Tag Values Table 
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It appears that there is an abnormal Metric value variation based on the man_gender attribute for 

the Semantic Value (Reference) [Action=”no”].  

 

10. Select the line corresponding to the abnormal variation in the Primary Tag Values table. The 

Secondary Tag Values table will be populated. 

 
Figure 105. Populated Secondary Tag Values Table 

 

11. In the Secondary Tag Values table, click on a Metric Confidence Interval column header to 

apply an Ascending Sort. The worst results will be displayed first. 

 

 
 

Figure 106. Sorted Secondary Tag Values Table 

 

By looking at the Secondary Tag Values table, the following conclusion can be drawn. When the 

man_gender attribute is “female”, the AC/ing Metric Result is between 25.26% to 49.79% worse 
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than when the man_gender Attribute is “male/female” or “male”. This abnormal variation might 

require investigation. 

 

The remaining Partition Dimensions can then be explored in a similar way to find all areas that 

might require further analysis. 
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